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Flood risk

A major hazard

In the UK alone we currently have:

~2M floodplain properties housing ~5M 

people, mostly in urban centres

~400k homes with < 1 in 75 year 

protection

Summer 2007 floods cost ~£3.5Bn

Flood defence costs ~1Bn p.a.

Recent move to risk-based management

Models are a key way of delivering this
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Source: Gauging station records
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Inflow hydrograph (QT)

Source: Gauging station records

High resolution floodplain topography

Source: Digital photogrammetry/LiDAR



Model realisation



Inundation extent derived from 

satellite imaging radar

Source: SAR imagery processed 

using a statistical active contour 

model (Horritt, 1999)
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Inundation extent derived from 

satellite imaging radar

Source: SAR imagery processed 

using a statistical active contour 

model (Horritt, 1999)

Outflow hydrograph



Controls on flood inundation

• Shallow water flow is a topography – friction balance

• Most floods are sub-critical, gradually varied

• Models require only terrain, inflow discharge, 
downstream water elevation and friction parameters

• Detailed terrain ingested into well calibrated models 
predicts inundation and routing well

• … but impact of morphologic change on flood risk is 
not well understood



Example application. River Severn, UK.



LiDAR digital elevation model (DEM) at 3m 
resolution. 

, 



• Airborne Synthetic 

Aperture Radar classified 

at a spatial resolution of 

1m, using a statistically 

active contour (Snake).

• Can also use LiDAR data 

to help constrain retrieval 

of shorelines
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Urban flooding



So what did we do?

• Explored new data sources

• Sensitivity analysis with synthetic data sets

• Benchmark model testing

• Opportunistic field campaigns

– Carlisle 2005

– Tewkesbury 2007

• Forced us to fundamentally re-think our models



Enabling technology – Urban LiDAR

• 60% of UK now 
covered

• Most of the flood risk 
areas

• 0.25cm – 2m spatial 
resolution

• ~5cm vertical 
accuracy

• Can be fused with 
full digital map layer 
for UK



How much detail do we need?







Terrain error sensitivity - time series of h

Note:

Timing

Mass balance and
friction law

Oscillations

Low impact of LiDAR
errors



Friction sensitivity – time series of h

min, max, 25-75% range





Mapping the Carlisle Event

• Work supported by NERC Urgency award

• Post-event survey of maximum water levels (January 24 – 28)

– dGPS system to map trash lines and water marks on buildings
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Boundary conditions



Performance measures 10m model: 
Inundation correctly predicted = 90%, rmse elevation = 0.32 m



Inertial form of SW equations
• Continuity equation relating flow fluxes and change in cell depth

• Old momentum equation

• New momentum equation
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Time stepping
• Old LISFLOOD-FP (ATS)

– Time step tends to zero with slope.

– Time step scales with (1/Δx)2

• New LISFLOOD-FP (INT) (Bates, Horritt and Fewtrell, 2010)

– True shallow water model

– Time step scales with 1/Δx
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New equation speed up



Parallelization



Whole city flood modelling at 2m resolution – Tewkesbury, UK summer 

2007 (4M cells, 20 day event, 8 processors)











Conclusions
• Starting to understand the physics of urban inundation and 

how to model this

• Something similar needed for understanding urban fluvial 
geomorphology changes as these could be critical for future 
flood risk

• …. but few studies of channel change in urban channels have 
taken place

• Urban channels are distinctly different to rural rivers, but the 
geomorphologist’s current toolkit may be a good place to 
start

• Geomorphologists need to start looking more at ugly rivers
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